




















Tliis report has been prepared with the specific
objective of nresenting, in somewhat summary fashion,
pertinent information regarding a very broed field. Most
authors refer to th' s field as "Administrative Management."
Ps will be noted later, the scope of this report is
restricted primarily to one major part of this field,
namely, that of Organization. It is obvious that no exhaust'
ive treatment of so broad a subject can be given In a.
report of this type. Volumes have been written and doubt-
less will continue to be written on the subject because
of its dynamic and, at times, changing nature.
The writer wishes to emphasize that the opinions
or views expressed herein are his alone, except where
due credit is given, and no attempt should be made to
give them added weight or sanction because of the fact
that he is an officer in the United States Marine Corps.
These views do not represent official views of the ¥
Marine Corps, nor should any difference with official
views as expressed herein be construed ss a particular
criticism of existing organization of Depots of Supplies
in the* Marine Corps.
The writer is Indebted to the Encyclopaedia
Britennica Library Research Service for much valuable
Information and bibliographical materiel; and to
Lt. Col. A. J. ft ose, USMC, Head of the Administrative
Branch of the Supply Department, Headquarters, Marine
Corps; and to those members of the faculty of George
Washington University who conduct the Navy Comptroller-
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IfJTRO DUCT i ';]
In order to clarify the specific problem with which
this report will deal, it is deemed appropriate at the outset
to attach meanings' to three words or terms which will eppepr
numerous times within this report. These three words are
Administration, Management, and Organization. It is common
practice, of course, in defining a word to give it en "exact"
meaning. However, in this instance an exact meaning is a bit
difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, it Is believed that
definitions with sufficient accuracy for their intended purpose
within this report may be obtained without too much difficulty.
Even the dictionaries make little distinction between
Administration and Management, for example: •-
Administration - the act of administering; esp.,^
the administering of public affairs by executive
officers; government; also, the officers, collect-
ively, or their period of service. ...1
Administer - to manage (affairs, a government,
pn estate, etc, ); have^ executive charge of, conduct...
^
-**
Management - the act or '-manner of managing;
handling; conduct, direction, or guidance; control;
judicious use of means to accomplish anything. ..^
Manage - ... in general, to handle, direct, or
control in action or use,... conduct (an affair, «
The New Century Dic tionary , (N^w York and London:









undertaking, or establishment, etc. );....
It is apparent/ therefore, that meanings other then
in the uSurl sense attributed to them in the dictionary
must be found for these two words. Definitions which do not
possess such synonmity and which will fulfill their Intended
purpose within this report are resdily available. Let us
examine a few of these.
Administration
:
Administration is the guidance, leadership,
and control of the efforts of a group of individuals
toward some common goel.^
Admin;Lstratio*n is the function in industry
concerned in the determination of the corporate
policy, the co-ordination of finance, production
end distribution, the settlement of the compass
of the organization, snd the ultimate control of
the executive.
3
Administration is the fore* which lays. down
the object for which en organization and its
management are to strive and the broad policies
under which they are to operate.**
... Administration includes management and
organization, but more particularly it involves





^Newman, William H., Administrative Action
, (New
York: Prentice - Hall, Inc., 1952") p. 1.
Sheldon, Oliver, The Philosophy of Managemen t
,
(Bath, ^n^lnnd: Sir Isaac Pi'tman_& Sons, 1^23)
p. 32.
4 Lepaw3ky, /Ibert, /'dn.in.l r tretion
,
(New York: Alfred





There pre numerous other definitions having very
brood connotr five- applications to society in general,
human relationships, and particularly to the field of
public administration. How&ver, it is believed that the
above definitions- furnish sufficient information to permit
?n arbitrary statement to the effect that "Administration
encompasses all activities of an enterprise." Hence, we see
that management and organization must be a part of adminis-
tration. As I noted in my preface the term "administrative
Management" is frequently used in this all-inclusive sense.
I would define such 'a 'term as' "the art of administering all
activities of an Enterprise." administration and Administrative
Management, then, -are.; by my definition, synonymous. How then
shall we escape the synonmity of the dictionary definitions
of Administration and Management? The attempted escape is
presented in the next section.
Management :
Management proper is the function in industry
concerned in the execution.of policy, within the
limits set up by Administration, and the employ-
ment of the organization for the particular objects
set before it.l
Management is the force which leads, guides,
and directs an organization in the accomplishment
of a predetermined object.^
Management is the achievement of objectives





5;-'inor ;;,enc y Mm a ;;v-mcn b of _the_Na t ion a 1 Economy ±
.
Industrial College of the /rmed Forces, 1950,
Vol. I, p. 37.

(4)
There is almost unanimous agreement by all ruthors
ps to what constitutes management. There are some efforts to
distinguish between "Top Management," "Middle Management, 1"
"Operating Management," and so forth. The distinction is purely
one of degree 'and would in nowise distort a general definition
of management as being "the jockey of the business horse."
Also, there is considerable unanimity among writers
that the main functions of an enterprise - Administration,
Management, and Organization - are closely related. That some
overlapping does occur between the three parts is likewise
generally agreed upon. However, the above-cited definitions,
i' . >
' \
as do nearly fcll others, show that management is the "doer" of
administration. In other words, after administration has charted
the course, management, as naviagetor, follows the course.
Let us next examine and attempt to define Organization
and see if a further refinement of relationships is possible
and then briefly summarize these three broad functions.
Organization :
Organization is the process of so combining the
work which individuals or groups have to perform with
the faculties necessary for its execution that the
duties, so formed, provide the best channels for the*
efficient, systematic, positive, and co-ordinated
apDlicetion of the available effort. ^
Organization is any human association with a
common purpose.
2
^-Sheldon, op clt .
lergency Manage)
op clt ;. p. 33.
2Emerge gement of the National Eco".onr

(5)
organization is the means to effective
concerted humeri endeavor. *
Organization deals exclusively with
individuals and their relations.^
f-n organization is 9 combination of the
necesspry humeri beings, materials, tools,
equipment, working spfcce end appurtenances,
brought together in systematic rnd effective
correlation, to accomplish some desired object.
^
Organization deals with the allocation of work
among executives and other employees... Organization
is also concerned with allotment of responsibility
for direction and control, and of course with
responsibility for actual, operations.
4
Organization - the act or. process of organizing.
5
'Where, organize is- defined as. 1., in general, to form
as or into a whole consisting of ' i hterdependent or
coordinated parts, esp. for harmonious or united
action...; arrange in a systematic whole, or"
, systematize (as, to organize knowledge or facts; to
organize work or eff orts ) ; . . . ,6
From a study of the above definitions, it is apparent
that the contribution of organization toward an enterprise
is a very important one. The example previously cited where
administration determined the course and management, as
naviagator, followed or kept on the course may with profit
be used again. What, then, is organization or rpther what
could organization add to management and administration in
that instance? The answer is obviously the ship itself. Or
Brown, Alvin, Organization of 'Industry
,
(New York:
Prentice - Ho 11, Inc., 1947)
3 Lepawsky, op c i t .
^Newman, op r. i t . . pp 95-96.
^New Century Dictionary
,
op cit., p. HOB
5 lb id .
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ting it in slightly different fashion, one could cry
that organization is the crrft in which administration and
m ana g emen t emb a rk
.
In a confused moment some might soy that this is
tantamount to organization, determining the extent 'of admin-
istrstion. So, in order that the correlation between these
rimy be more clear and better understood, further clarification
in refutation of such thinking is essentipl. To do this, let
us reexamine definitions and also use the example of the
ship. By definition .we found that administration determines
the objective. Assume then in this case that the objective is
to make an ocean voyage, non-stop from San Francisco ho Japan
via the Great, Circle Route. In other words, administration
has charted the course. Assume further that only ;three types
of craft are available, a canoe, a fifty foot sailing skiff,
and -a steemship. By definition, we also found that organ-
ization was in essence a combination of people and things in
the right places and at the right times to accomplish a
desired object in the most efficient manner. Prom the craft
availability, which craft do we select to accomplish the
desired object? Naturally, we choose the steamshipl
1 mentioned earlier that there is some overlapping
between the three functions and it is entirely possible that
organization- may have some bearing on what the scope of the
objective should be. What factor is the determinant one? In
my opjinion, realism is the determining factor. Objectives
(administration) can not be unlimited where the resources of

(V)
men, material, money, end machines (organization) is
limited. However, this does not create any great distortion
of definitions. For instrnce, an objective, reasonable of
accomplishment, has been determined. There msy be different
combinations of the limited men, materials, money, end
machines which could work toward the objective, but there
normally should be only one combination which would satisfy
the definition of the right amount in the right place at
the right time in the most efficient execution of the
objective.- Organization and management then are means to an
end which has been determined by administration. Oliver-
Sheldon in his worlo The Philosophy of Management wnote:
"Organization is the formulation of an effective machine;
management, of en effective executive; administration, of
an effective directi on. '.Administration determines the organ-
ization; management uses it. Administration defines the
goal; management strives toward it. Organization is the
machine of management in it-s achievement of the ends
determined by administration. "^
Mission of a Denot of Supplies :
The mission of a Depot of Supolies is that- it is
responsible for the procurement, storage, and issue of ell
classes of supolies of all supply categories except
,nmmunit.ion. It operates overheu-1 .end repair shops equipped
to perform field and depot maintenance requirements on all
i ISheldon, op cit .

0)
major items of Marine Corps equipment. ^
In this report, the administration and management
functions or r-cti vitites of a Depot of Supplies pre, in
general, assumed and my concern is to determine the organ-
ization required to fulfill the mission estrblished by
administration. This determination will be depicted at the
end of the report by means of an organizational chart or
charts, ^or purposes of reference, Appendix I contains a
resume of p "standard" organization of Marine Corns Depots
of Sur.plies as promulgated cy the -'"Com rnr>ndant of the Marine
Corps in 1951.
definition obta t\i m the office of the Head,
i ilstrctj.vG Fk-anch, Supply^ Department, United





Up to this point, we have been primarily concerned
with distinguishing between the three activities or
:
.
functions of en enterprise. It is appropriate at this point
to invite the reader's attention to .Appendix I in order that
the mission of a Depot cf Supplies which is in rather broad
terms may be more clear and also to indicate the principle
used in the "Branch" or major departmentation within a
Depot of Supplies. In the succeeding two chapters we will
examine certain additional criteria or principles of organ-;
ization and apply them in determining an organizational
structure within the ^ranches of a Depot of Supplies. .
The alternative methods for dividing the work
of a company towrrd the accomplishment of its .
objectives are numerous. They include, traditionally,
function, product, location, customers, process,
equipment, and time. It should be noted that in
many companies these various bases of division are
combined and coordinated by checks and balances.
.
But there is usually one predominant type of sub-
division of the major company activities, made by
the chief executive officer himself, called "basic
sub-division," "basic delegation," or "depart-
mentation. "1
The reader will have noted from a study o£ Appendix
I that this ma jor ."departmentation" as It enplies to a
Depot of Supplies has been administratively determined; hence,
our concern at this point is merely to note that this?
^Dale, Ernest, Planning and Developin g the Comp a ny
Organi zr. tion Structure
,
( ^m'eric a n~ M ari'agem en
t
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p 3, pp 132--144,

(12.)
• ;tivlty Is t > the1 enterprise, the higher in
the ' lstrati've hierarchy Is L.t attached.
The factor of redfegni'zing local conditions covers
h considerations as available personnel, informal groups,
consolidating several o r-rt- Lime jobs Into one or more full-
time jobs, etc. It is well to insert s word of caution a 4"
this point to the effect that organisation should decide the.
personnel rather than personalities dictate the form of
organization. However, this may be unavoidable in small
enterprises, rnd adjustments may h~ve to be' made periodically.
This will be. discussed a little more fully in the chapter on
Application of Principles. The factor of reducing expense is
important. Simplification of procedures, elimination of
duplication, minimal size to accomplish the task, etc. are
significant considerations. There is nearly always more than
one arrangement possible in departmentat ian and the more
elaborate arrangements should be adopted only if the additional
benefits derived very clearly exceed the additional expense.
Dale, another authority, states that in general, the
various functions which must be performed to accomplish the
objectives of the enterprise should be so assigned as to
obtain the greatest possible advantage from the d^visicim of
labor: ±ha^
1. '^ork should be so. di vl dedAthe incumbent of
a position should be able to become p specialist
and 'ncrease his knowledge on the particular job
assigned to him.
2. Special abilities should be used to the full .

(13)
3. Groups of people (divisions, departments)
should comprise s workable, homogeneous and separate
field of activity. The nature of their work should
be similar or complementary (the former is probably
more important in the lower executive ranks, the
latter more importpnt in the upper rank's).
Three major criteria may be distinguished for
dividing work - economic and non-economic criteria
and the size of the company.
1
Dale lists under economic criteria a group of factors
quite similar to those of Newman. In Dale's listing are (1)
ivlp.jor contributions to survival and profitability , i . e * wha t
is the dominant function? This is comparable to Newman' s
"securing adequate attention." (2) Specializatio n, almost
identical wi th Newman in regard to this factor. (3) Lines of
communication may be shortened , this is comparable to Newman"' s
"Md in coordination" and "^educing expense." (4) Duplication
may be reduced' or abolished , comparable to "Reducing expense"
by Newman. (5) Balance may be improved, comparable to Newman' s
"recognizing local conditions where part-time jobs could be
consolidated into full-time jobs, etc. (6) Widening extent of
delegated authority , slightly comparable to Newman' s "aid in
coordination" where interrelations of ^activities .ard common
Objectives are considerations. This factor involves the power
of decision-making and utilizes the theory that the people
on the spot who are most familiar with the problems can make
better and speedier decisions. (7) Uniformity" and consistency
of policy - this factor is, in my personal opinion, not os
•^Dale, op cit . f pp 34-33

U4)
ort; :.£. ih <//Vtsf n of wo rk or departmentation com er~
atiohs as /*t xs under the planning pro of administ] ion
/k determ jn:l ng overall objectives end policies, (3) Control
.n;jy be improved , almost identical with Newman' s "Facilitate
control." (9) Grouping by most effective use , same as the
most-use criterion under Newman's "Aid in coordination."
(1Q) Competi t ion , comparable to Newman's "Facilitate
control." (11) Job interes t, slightly comparable to Newman's
informal groups in "recognition of local conditions,"
Dale lists non-economic factors as autonomy , i.e.
establishing a special division to look after special Interests
such as community relations, stockholder relations and so forth;
arouse attention
,
i„e. bond drives, salary evaluation, defense
work, etc.; or create a division or spot for a particular man
,
i.e. Honorary Chairman of the board in order to retain his
services on retirement; personal interests or hobbies of the
Chief Executive, and preconceived ideas all may have s bearing
on the structure as developed. ™he emphasis must be, hov ever,
on the economic criteria. *
Petersen a nfifc PI ow rnan in the Ir Business Qrga rr* ? at ion





\ e t i on . ^ Unde r s I mils r i ty t i ie y II r t ' " 1 Ik ene s s "
which is e adaptable to smaller organizations and pertains
rJior'e to personnel characteristics such as laborers combined
to form a labor pool, etc.. Also, listed under similarity is
Pet. ion and Plowman, op ci t.
,
Chapter 9, pp 232-
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"unity of purpose," i.e. all processes pertaining directly
1 %
to selling are grouped into s spies deportment. Also, as
inconsistent as it may seem "unlikeness"- is listed under the
discussion on similarity. This is the same as the complemen-
tary nature of work mentioned by, Dale above. As an example,
it may be desirable to combine tasks which, individually, are
unlike but with respect to the^r relationships' they are more
like each other than are any other tasks in the business. The
buying and selling functions in department stores would be a
classic example; their successful performance may rightly be
joined in one department under one head because goods which »
are not properly bought may be difficult to sell.
Under association Petersen and Plowman list several
criteria. First, the criterion of use -- it is usually
considered proper to place a given activity in that department
which makes the most use of "it. Space assignment, traffic, end
safety work are examples cited. Second, the criterion of
executive interest — this is very similar to specialization
as developed by Newman. The executive itfill generally be most
effective in the function with which he is ra6st familiar.
Hence, he should be in that department where his special
abilities will be most suitable and opportunities are avail-
able for further development of his specialized capabilities.
Third, the criterion of competition -- this is, in many aspects,
similar to the coordination fector mentioned by Newman. The
best: example is the General Motors Corporation. Their different

' e- wi tb epoh other but the tota] Is pile a
go ft ; .-! consolid : ''' operating statement. Fourth, the
'critoj ' on of suppressed competition -- rivalry may not be
desirable so activities rre grouped within one department to
prevent sh^rp lines of cleavage between them. Fifth, the
criterion of policy control -- the examples cited here are
rather obvidus, it is a checks and balances sort of procedure,
'i.e. inspectors should never be subordinate to the people
they inspect; an auditor should, not be an employee of the
accounting department which he is retained to check; credits
and collections Should not be under the sales department, etc.
Sixth, the "clean-break" criterion -- this is discussed from
both the positive and negative .sides with the emphasis on the
negative .sid£. In other words, ease in departmentation is
obviously enhanced whenever it it clear that a distinct
cleavage between functions exists and that their allocation'
in- different. departments can be justified; but, there arc
instances, wliere -onsidera tions of -good management require that
dissimilar activities remain associated because a "clean-
break" between them is impossible if adequate responsibility
and orderly .erfarmance ;-i : to 'be maintained, Petersen and
Plowman under this criterion place emphasis upon the import*
aned of the close association of functions to the point of
Inseparability under certain circumstance
Seventh, the criterion of sen ration — thii Is in
;
ontrast to uhe "clean-break" criterion. This is anoi i.er
check's and balances i namely, that tvvc '-ctivities should

(17)
not be $s$oci ated when the task OT ono la to check the
cl'/ier. Elgnth, the criterion of coordination -- this
[liires emphasis rt every point in the chain of executive
activity. The coordins tion aspects of sny size enterpr5.se
ore those which make an integrated whole out* of a collection
of differentiated parts.
One will note from a perusal of the three references
cited that there is a wide area of general agreement on
these "basic" factors in determining the departmentation of
an enterprise. In my own opinion, another factor not
mentioned specifically by either of the three "authorities"" '
in their discussion of departmentation but which has some
significance in its impact on departmentation is line and
staff relationships. It would, I believe, be worth-while to
present briefly the salient features of line and staff con-
cepts. An understanding of "these may materially rid the
executive or management in determining the proper location
within the enterprise for e particular activity*
The following <.. : s " ussion on line and staff relation-
ships is quoted in, its entirety from Chapter IV, Volume One
of Trie Emergency Management of the liaticnr ' Economy as
prepared by the Insustrli 1 College of the Armed Forces. This
Information is found on page;- 72, 73, 74, and 75, Jt is
believed to be quite clear e. '
A, LIJiE FUNCTION^
In designing the tructure of the orgi n,

(13)
the first step Is a distribution of responsibility
in the form of an organization. £ simple and valid
rule for thi* distribution is that of' Hopf , "Divide
into the minimum number of distinct and dissimilar
entities." Mooney and Reiley provide a fundamental
rnd universally applicable guide for determining
the minimum number of dissimilar entities when they
soy, "There is no conceivable duty, function, or
individual job of any kind that does not involve i
one of three things: the determination of something
to be done, the doing of thgt something, the decision
on questions . that may arise in the course of the
doing in conformity with predetermined rules and
practice." In further discussion of this basic
principle of functionalism, the same authors refer
to the three functions as the de terminative , the
applicative
,
and the interpretative .
The inescapable truth of this theorem can be
shown by a few simple examples. You who read this
book (1) determi ne d to do so, (2) are now applying
yourself to i t , and" (3) ere making interpretations
and decisions as to its meaning and applicability
while you read it. At the ^opposite extreme in
magnitude and complexity, the Government of the
,
United States has (1)- a legislative branch, which
determines the laws under which Government must
operate In the attainment of the objectives set-
forth in the Constitution, (2) en executive branch,
which applie's the law, and (3)' a judicial branch,
which interprets the law.
In the top levels of a business organization
the determinative function is performed by a chief
administrative officer or committee, the applicative
by the chief executive officer, the interpretativ e
by the board of directors, who also act in a
determinative staff capacity. The principle of
division, so clearly expressed by Mooney and Reiley,
is equally applicable in the separation of functions
at every level of the business organization. For
example, the three primary or line functions
responsible to the chief executive may be and usually
are (1) the preparation, buying, or engineering of
the product or the planning of the services rendered
by the enterprise; (2) the conversion of the product
or service into a form which is attractive to the
potential customer; (3) the celling of the product
or service to the customer. No businessman wl'll
question tbei interpretative authority of the
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In addj t\ sn bo the three primary or line
ions, ejicry business organization requires the
• :jco of various auxiliary c e staff functions,
nd ^elley d« ;cribe staff service rs having
>se s : the i riformrti ve , the ' i dv1 sorj , i ad the
vlsory. In this connection they use the word
visory, not in' the sens.e -of exercising author-
but in i 1 >f acting on behalf of author-
ee thai i . - information end advice - ;e I
em is dis nnted end becomes operatic
bhe organ ifcrti'cfri.i T 'n a business enterprise,
unction not directly conci rn I with the execution
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of the primary operations
-f creating, converting,
and selling or distributing the product or service
is p staff function.
»
Kooney and Reiley also say, "It is the
function of the staff merely to counsel; that of
the line, and the line only, to command ... .The
line represents the authority of man ; the staff,
the authority of ide as. ... It' s (the staff's) function
is' to be informative and advisory with respect to
both plan9 and thein execution. This is implicit in
the meaning of the word, 'staff, which is something
to support or lean upon but without authority to
decide or initiate." In the quoted ohrases Mooney
and Reiley are referring to the relations between
line and staff; each staff unit must, of course, have
scalar delegation and authority within the unit.
The same authors point out that the centuries
of experience of the Roman Catholic Church has led
to a line and staff relationship by which, in many
cases, it is (1) compulsory for the line to ask the
counsel of the staff, and (2) obligatory upon the
staff to see that their advice reaches the line
executives. Further, to insure that these precepts
are followed, the members of the staff are appointed
in such manner as to assure independence end thereby
guard against their domination by those whom they
advise. As Mooney and Reiley say, "The weakness of
-
many forms of staff service is that the counselor
is dependent on the man whom he counsels, and hence
is subject to the danger of sinking to the level of
a ' yes man' .
"
A major staff function in business is that which
is concerned with financing and accounting, i.e., the
functions ordinarily delegated to the treasurer end
controller, and frequently grouped under a single
head. This function provides the board of directors,
the top administration, with informative, advisory,
and supervisory assistance as to the acquisition and
use of funds, the financial status of the business,
the profitability of the operation, and the standard-
ization of its financial accounts and controls, The
term controller does not imply that the official who
holds that title exercises control over the operations
of the enterprise; it does mean that he provides
certain informative, advisory, and supervisory service
to aid the line executives in exercising control.
Industrial relations is a staff? function which
has 'become increasingly Important as business onUr-

urtr n 1 : Indie- 1; • : ., ' > I ia"£
. ] < i L; « • n : i
\
nr, J bin to ib<
i if . : . ' . en t orpr j so. Oti : m\ > r i -n t
utrfJ fntictlons ore public relrtions, \.e ' omit el,
"d ver t i a i n , hj I Lng, traffic, stati sties, ?n
:
. :;•
. In b :?mtralized si ngli unit enterprise,
the i taff functions are usually distributed to the
responsibilities oP trie chief adminis trative officer,
the chief executive officer, the manners of the
three primary line divisions, and the treasurer
•
Newman-*- states "that staff work consists of helping
en executive plan and/or supervise the activity of others.
It Is work the executive wpuld dp himself if he had the time
and the specialized knowledge. The work is typically per-
formed in behalf of the executive, and in a sense the staff
assistants act as an extension of the executive's personal-
ity. ...In actual practice a single staff assistant -is not
expected to perform all of the phages of the executive duties;
he mry be concerned primarily with assistance on planning or
with assi stance. on supervision, or if the assistant is
relatively-" inexperienced bis .vork may be confined to only
•
't' ii spects of these funct.i ins. Moreover, the typical
staff man will concentrate on only r limited number of subject
fl elds .. •. the use uf staff L.s !e sir able when:
1. The duties of pn executive s c< o his capacity to
j ill them well, either I b« Lpc] the neaesserv time
»
d energy, or because the^ aequi.ri special j iowled e
e no 1 s s ; nd
2. It Is not f psibi to relie bis load by






1 Sonne 1 bec?Uf.;i (a ) uni1 ':n.i ty
or coordin; : cU >n in : n oper; ting units Is
'- !• t i --.m1" I- 1;, >rtant, (b) economy or , effectiveness c.r'n
be increased by p&signing the work to a specialist, or (c)
operating subordinates 1.j c\*. the capacity (time or ability)
to do more of their own planning or to work effectively
with less supervision."
It is believed that the importance 01 an under-
standing of line and staff relationships ?s an aid in the
determination of proper departmentation of m enterprise
is evident to tiie reader. Kence, the next chapter will




In presenting the following material on principles
of organization it is appropriate, at the outset, to estab-
lish, if oossible, some distinctions between these so-celled
principles end the basic factors of departments tion mentioned
in Chapter II. There ere some overlapping aspects in the
relationships of factors end principles. For instance, the
economic factor, as one of the three main factors mentioned
by Dele, does, when considered for the total organization or
enterprise depend upon several of the principles shown below.
It is of paramount concern to any enterprise to fulfill the
objective in the most efficient manner. In my opinion, a
consideration of factors Is slightly less comprehensive than
a consideration of principles *nd additional thought along
slightly different lines must be applied in evolving the best
overall organization. Thought must be given to each and care
exercised to see that the adjustments or compromises which
may be essential between the two are made in the manner that
will develop an organization equal to the definition as
established in Chapter I. Stated in question . form this would
be: "What combination or combinations for the enterprise as
a -whole will accomplish the objective in the mos*t efficient
manner?" This involves more than the single consideration of
departmentation as developed in Chapter II. There are many
(2.6)

.; Honr, such -s, ! elegit' >n of - : i * ; >< i au1 'ity
eonsibility or both; staff assistants or staff special-
*
;
i cen brr Li zati _>r . list in gi ] nta t j on
'i is essentially the llvi i )n of worV; and accountability,
so forth.
A good distinction between techniques, criteria or
rules, as mentioned in Chapter II, and principles to be listed
later in this Chapter may be found In Chapter III of Petersen
i Plowman's Bu siness Organization and Ma nagement .1
It Is recognized that a "principle" is a com-
prehensive law' or doctrine from which others are
derived or upon which others are based. It emphasizes
* the idea of a basal truth, unvarying and general in
:'
, ; its application to the subject under consideration.
It is recognized further that principles are often
'. confused with techniques, criteria, and rules in an
attempt to reduce human associations to formulas in
order that such phenomena may be dignified, as a
science. The difference between principles and rules
is the difference between the permanent and the
transient, between sources and derivatives, or ••
between motives and performance. Being general in
their application, principles are the foundation
upon which rules -- specific* in their direction and
purpose — r re established,
[.: authors in the field of organization list several
inciples, generally eight to ten in number, which sh uld be
consi i in di ] the organizational structure.* fl
itative listing of some of these is give;, below.
imandants >f Good Organization," issued .
.. :
, the
Lean Hanagemen t Associate <:: are :^
1 . Mo c : • a-cul risibilities shou]
he a .. s 1 ",. ' ' to
c i t ,
Le, op cit., p. 3
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,2, Responsibility should always be coupled with
•corresponding authority. *
3. 'No change should be mpde in the scope or re-
sponsibilities of r position without e definite
vunderstanding to that effect on the pprt of all
t
persons concerned.
4. No executive or employee, occupying a single
position in the organization, should be subject
to definite orders from more than one source. (This
should not interfere with functional direction
exercised by staff specialist departments, such
as accounting, personnel, purchasing.
)
5. Orders should never be 'given to subordinates over
the head of a responsible executive
.
6. ^Criticisms of subordinates should, whenever
...possible, be made privately, and in no cpse
•should a subordinate be criticized in the presence
r of executives or employees of equal or lower rank.
«
7. -No -dispute or difference between executives or
.employees as to authority or responsibilities
should be considered too trivial for prompt end
"careful adjudication.
8." Promotions, wage changes, and disciplinary
action should alv/ays be approved by ^ the executive
immediately superior to the one directly responsible.
9. No executive or employee should ever be required,
or expected, to be at the same time an assistant
to, and critic of, another.
10. Any executive whose work is subject to regular-!-
.
,
inspection, should, whenever practicable, be given
the assistance and facilities necessary to enable
.him to maintain an independent check of the
quality of his work,
A study of the above "Commandments" indicates that
some of then! are for application after an enterprise has been
initially organized. We ere concerned here with the principles
which may be guides for initial organization or reorganization.
The American Management Association conducted e survey which

indl rv< b< d t ' - r. nine principle ." r;l icb si >uld he
it] n tj n Izational process.'-
1. Effec t .1 yene ss - ... effectiyeness refers to the
nccompirishmen t i I e of the enterprise;
It is therefore of a social and non-personal
nr ture. It is Lgned to ^serve as a broad yard-
stick of the economic performance of" the enter-
prise....
2. Efr to ' cMcy -- Effici
of" the personal end
who °re connected wj
proper attention to
essential to the ful
indi vl d ua 1 ob ject i ve
w i th t iie enter pi'ise.
example, a proper or
clear-cut lines of t
participation in pol
ro, the opportuni
measure of their pot
ions which contribnt
satisfaction as '.veil
i veness . . .
.
oncy requires the fulfillment
individual objectives of those
th the jnternrise . . • . Clearly,
the organization structure is
fillraent of the personal and
v3 of all who are concerned
In the case of executives, for
g an .1 7 a t i o n s fc r u c ture m e r n s
a tb o r 1 ty and r esoons ib i 1 i ty ,
icy making, the right to be
t-j to develop to the full
entialities
, pnd other condit-
e directly to their personal
as their individual effect-
Divi sion of Work --
basic functions Ls d
Importance in ccntri
o f the en t e r pr i § e . • •
...The n p tur e anb numbe r of the
etermlned by the r'r relative
buting directly to the puroose
^» ^lincA ,1. on -' 1 ^e f ^ rj
-' t i "> n v/i th. Au L.-'iorlty r-ne Respons ib-
ility ~- T.xe 'fiinc tioas or $66 coriten "t s necessary"To
reach objectives must be def ined.
. .
.twg precepts:
(1) "Define duties cle-rly." (2) "The work of each
mar in the management should be confined to the
performance of a si glc leading function. 1 '
5« Tlic Chain o f ;^oM;: orid -- ...the chain of superiors
ranging from .the ultimate authority to the lowest
ran].:;, [he line of ! *'ity is the route folio./-
id - vis ivory link Ln the chein - by all commun-








""" ^^ s permits subo] iinate3 to
c intact one anoth< ? lire M J y provi - th< y k •
the ir . i er s ! nfo' nod and tb ii a-ctions ar<
L r.me d 1 a t e s u
1 ir.ce - - c : ' 1 task f • . ' inuou: Y
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ization is bo see that the units of the organ-
ization ere kept in balance - that there is a
reasonable relative apportionment of strength
among its departments .".. .Balance requires the
proper proportions between centralization and
decentralization rnd flexibility. . .
.
8. Control -- The principle of control involves (a)




(d ) Uniformity. • • {«) The Exception
Principle... (f) Utility. ... (g) Avoidance of "Red
1 a p e ....
9* Perpetuation -- "The plan of organization should '
provide a ' ladder' of positions of increasing
scope of responsibility, authority, and account-
ability so reL*-ted to each other that at all times
there are replacements in training for each higher
position. . .» "
Petersen and Plowman list a number of the principles,'..;
probably the most important of these are the following:-*- \
The Principle of Authority — Authority is inherent
in leadership. . . . the dictionary definition of
"authority" is "rightful power in virtue of office
or trust."
The Principle of Responsibility -- "Responsibility"
"may be defined as' "the obligation and the duty cf£
compliance and obedience." Embodied in this de-
finition there are logically two main considera-
tions: (1) the demands to which compliance is re-
quired, and (2) the persons to whom obedience is
due ...
.
The Principle of Accountability — ... By assuming the
right's and powers which are vested in him by virtue
of his status, each executive receives, in fact, an
impact of resnonsibility which he can transmit
neither up to superiors nor down to subordinates...
as authority flows down from a superior to a sub-
ordinate on the soalar levels of management,
accountability flews up responsively in proportion
to the responsibility created by the delegated '
authority... .By "accountability" is meant "liability
for a^ reckoning, of the responsibilities which are
received by delegation of authority and accepted by
status or office." Such a reckoning may involve a
statement of the reasons, causes, or grounds which
constitute an explanation or justification of Bn
^Petersen rnd Plowman, op cit
.
, Chapters 3 & 4.
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rot, event, or circums tance. [n short, to
accountable if; to be answerable for one's con-
duct .in respect to ob Lgations fulfilled or
unfulfilled.... ns--a principle of organization or
management, accountability appears »n two forms:
not only is m executive answerable for something
,
but he is also answerable to somebody . He is ans-
werable for his own acts as an Individual who is
occupying an executive position, and he is also
answerable for the entire unit of the organization
under his supervision. Such accountability
emphasizes the importance of the managerial
function of leadership from the base to the apex
of the executive pyramid*
The Span of Control — The span of control, in a
broad sense, has several elements. Its limits are
determined by other "spans," such as the span of
knowledge, the span of time, the span of energy,
and the span of personality. In its narrower sense,
the span of control refers to the maximum number
of subordinates which may be placed under 'the
jurisdiction of one executive who is immediately
superior to them.
It is clear that these general principles as noted by
tersen and Plowman are very broad in scope and contain with-
in each of them other principles which are mentioned by other
authorities as separate principles. These authors' expound the
principles which are noted elsewhere (by these authors I refer
to Petersen end Plowman) but the limitations -of this report
does not permit extensive elaboration thereon.
Newman -^ likewise mentions a number of broad, general
principles, chief among which are:
1. Specific limits should be clear.
2. /void dual subordination.
3. Authority should equal responsibility.
4 Span of Supervision.
5< Use of Facilitating Units, and
6. Role of Staff
.




Twol ' ciplcs o r organization wl Lch were • rexv rod
or ';i rv' ee Forces during World 'Var II and which ha -*
sto it if real nd hectic operations r rc listed below.
15 believed that th- so may bo reedily understood so remarks
elaboration thereon will be kept to s minimum.
Principle No. 1 - "Every necessary function involved
in the mission and objectives of the organization
is assigned to a unit of that organ:! zrtion."
Principle No. 2 - "The responsibilities assigned to
the unit of b\\ organizrtion ore 'specifically clear-
cu t end under s tood .
"
Principle No. 3 - "Ho function is assigned to more
then one independent unit of an organization. Over-
lapping responsibility will cause confusion and
delay,"
Principle No. 4 - "Consistent methods of organizat-
ional structure should be applied at each level of
the organization."
Principle Ho. 5 - "Eric]: member of, the organization from
top to bottom knows --(a) To whom he reports; (b) who
reports to him."
Principle No. 6 - "No member of an organization reports
to more than one supervisor-; •"
Principle No. 1 - I'ljfesponsibility for* a function is
matched b;v the puthority necessary to perform that
C'jnc t'\ on. "
Principle No. T - "Independent individuals or units
reporting directly to a supervisor do not exceed the
numl Lch can be feasibly rnd effectively co-
I nr tod . lirec Ued .
"
.ii-— "Ctrl Ls of co mien I i ' ,/!
D} ' . L.i t !
.
nci'-le ];o. 10 '' i i i
5 re d ntrala teet to* th in' nd Li L-d-
'
.•
.. p - i e :cr -1 I C ' i ration:
I . greatest, ex tcY\t s.'ble , so ] su
r^encv Management a>f the National Ecoficmy ,






. d '""-: not hamper nee ' ry control
>licy or the standardi^at Ion of : s.'V
Principle Ho. 11 - "Senior officials should exercise
ntrol thro'i gh attention to policy problems of
exceptional Importance rather than through review
6.f routine actions o r subordinate's."
Principle No. 12 - "'Organization should never be
permitted to grow so elaborate ps to hinder work
b c c ornp 1 ishment .
"
As will be noted from a review of these principles
in this chapter, bhere is r-n extensive area of unanimity
among writers as to what constitutes good principles of
organization. Likewise, nearly all writers agree that these
principles' apply differently to different Situations at
different times and places. No for-'.; of strict rigidity should
be attached to these principles, but a knowledge of them will
materially aid one to epplj them with careful judgment..
Certain of these principles are as old as civilization
itself. They evolved as a result? of human associations. Some
of them may even be observed, in animal and insect communities.
Ants, bees, and prairie cog colonies are instances where
organization may attain reasonably complex proportions. The
good principles of organization have survived turbulent times
over a long "pan of his tec-. The Bible furnishes many exsmp]
of a number of these prini pies. One specific, instance will be
cited which alone Lnoorppi yerBl of these principles.
3
* I " sat to judg< the people; and the people
stood aboi b ' the morning unto the evening.
f ''. when" Moses' r-j i-law sfiv all that he did;.,
.
„
he said unto him.; "The thing ' thou do sst '.
good.. Thou '/lit "urel-: wear av;sy, both hho.i ::d this
1
- as 18. 13-86,

peop 1 < J the thi vy for
- thou rrt not eble to
1
.
l:o thou for the people God-ward, and
bring thou the onuses unto God*, ••thou shalt teach
the statutes and the laws, and shalt show them the
v, l\j whi rein th'e^ must walk, rnd the work that they
must do provide out )£ al] the people able? men,
u as fe<-r God, pen of truth, he ting unjust gain;
place such over them, to be rulers of thousands,
rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers.
o
v
f tens; nnd let them judge the people at all
s.;a sons. . . . cvs^.v small matter V fj ;y ghal] judge them-
selves, but every great matter they shall bring
unto thee.... then thou shalt be able to endure, and
all this people shall go to their place in peace."
»* cSo. ..Moses chose able men out cf all Israel, and
made them herds over the people, rulers of thousands,
rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers
of tens. And they judged the people at all seasons;
the herd cases they brought before Moses, but every
small matter "they judged themselves.*1
Ohe can easily see that decentralization of authority
and responsibility, spans oT supervision, time, energy, and
attention, ?nd avoiur-nce of dual subordination are all invol-
ved in the above example. Moses found that organization was
essential to the welfare of not only the "executives" but
the people themselves. It is apparent that the problem of
standing in line or milling about is nothing new and still
remains an apt subject for the present-day organizational
' sts
.
p'l j of in Ihis chapter s rinse mention of compromise*
eevi in les, of o Lizaticn :-nd basic fs'ctors of de-
pfcrttne v\tat i u;: :r*s ma \> ;o>mpromise is i e-yi table Lf
-P1*k» bi i .' t; y wit i h ah or n ;
z
retained. Organ-
ization .'. lvo] peopOfc •. t ! ".ore people th ire eve in en

't i.i ». ,
'• bl ,'•!!' >n-
I on these
i
eoplo, " - :er t : : i i om] r .;. : ; . ::• vur t
be i'ij
,v
Lo ; I '1 v 1 t i ." .' : : : ' any • iblance >f
o j rfcct«cr : nci con tro. i . rh ' 1 10 j < ! - .-. , imed
>rganizatj n appl^ alike intha t -11 of tfc pri nc ' p] - 3 i
all si tuctions.'"1
As a final word in this ihapter, It can not be
emphasized too strongly that organizations should be re-
viewed continuously. Opportunities for changes which would
result in Improvement of the organization may present them-
selves in divers manners; pnfl r .:i alert management should be
ready, willing, and able to exnloit them, but mere changes
for their own sake sho Id n^vtr be made, fl definite 'contrib-
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l; °- Certain aspects of bhat standard ere beyond the
scope 3f this report and are themselves of sufficient im-
.rtfroe to warrant separate study. For example, the problems
»f centralization versus partial decentralization of certain
"service" activities Ls o subject oil its oxm. I an not
-are of p11 the ramif icati
.
3ns which insy h*ve been considered
in ievelqplng I Lder type. Nevertheless, for the pur-






R -• I '- Dnc Conn f application of
the uasic factors
,
Lples of organization as developed
the preceding t > chspl ers
.
In my opinion, certain fmbi^uities ere present in. the
as giver, for two s.ectj ms L« Appendix I which
be cl arlfied to nr- nfusion resulting when
nctlorts of thece action: ns ; n cc
u Ln
-
t: mis. The first of these
ls in the AP^ce '
5
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coordination I .o assi^r.rr.ent of all'space including office
.
i » : (;
.
' o . . av. ? 3 '] 1 Matters p r t " ' i '. i '
Lousing ;•' I; Ions within tbe Depot." r ' ' r; not: clorr
icr thi s Is li : ." . •. i ' ' i i i : ..; for - -- ' ho J p to- 1- i oi (under-
lining snppllodj of all :iatter: or, s responsibility for co-
ord in r tion of all matters. If it i.'s responsibility for
ed'uinistratlan, bA-is would, by the d< fin.ition a'Vfvahced in
this renort, include- the management function; .^nd there is tine
definite Statement under the scope of the Supply Branch,
page 6 of Appendix I, that the management of warehousing and
Storage facilities assigned is included in the operation of




reposed" in the Sp&c^.. Control and har-ohous Lng Section.. If
s?tr T etly applied^ these powers could cancel lNBibltf result in
*
personnel of this section physically .warehousing' all property,
exertion of much influence ?n "pachers" in other sections end
the materials hi noling^equlpvomt operators of the Motor Fool
Section, (•tc. It is possible thgt r c*reat deal of friction
aid be generated bctvo en these sections if an over-zealous
Officer in Charge of 'the Spacfc Control and Ware?io'ucihg v
Section were permitted t i in fully all the authority and
mslbillty as stated. pa] b'f the Principles o%
Ofi'j t i ,r, glvei in the; pre ipter m : ght easily
viol t. h i'lpi^ .f the fun ' ' i this section are "staff"
.
.'. ^haracte^ and gre?t djca] oi care rr.ust be 'cised to
r
t






: ] n i llcr-ti v" aspects ni Mils net 3 n b*
«
ret , •. i' pad It ion r] i • bt given th< "staff"
fuitc't ions . ' •
; The second Lnstrnce no tod is on page 6 of Appendix
I unoor the Redistr ibution and Disposal Section where it *
stated', "...although the facilities of the Procurement
Section of the Fiscal Branch m?y be utilized for publishing
sales catalogs, the Sales Officer will be personally (under-
lining supplied) responsible for .... conduct of sales."
This is a deer-cut statement; however, it becomes somewhat
"foggy" when i-t is- considered in conjunction with the Pro-
i
curement Section on pa e 3, Appendix I. There it is stated,
"The Procurement Section may be assigned responsibility for
the scheduling, cataloging, advertising rnd (underlining
supplied) ultimate disposal by public sale,.. 11 These two state-
ments are compatible enly If the sane officer is the Officer
in Charge of both sections. This incompatibility may be
easily corrected by rewording as follows "
. . . . and advertising
for ultimate. ...»" jt
There pre four changes which could be made r n the
organizatj >n within the branched whii /ould, I believe,
enhan' 1 the efficiency of the Deoot pc a whole. The first tw o
reasons s > they will be d.is-these 1 •• ve the sa le general
cu£sed concurrently. These involve the Space Control rnd
lis.lng, pnd tii Fri ight Trans I ion Sections. I would
nsf r the 1 . fr. it; the l
'
rar ih t > i- . re ixen
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I wou] as noted above, modify in certain aspects '
functions of the Spr.ce Control and Warehousing Section;
otherwise, I would not disturb the operations of either of
these sections but allow them to function in similar manner
as before except they report to a different "boss»" it is
recognized that these two sections are, in general, service
functions. This, however, does not preclude this change when
the scope of the Service and Supply Branches is modified
accordingly. Service or auxiliary functions have considerably
more possibilities for placement within an activity then have
operating functions. I would estimate that at least 90$ of
all tonnage handled by the Freight Ti ansportatlon^Section
results from Suoply Branch operations, and about .85$ of : all
space ass' gncd is assigned to the Supply Branch, Hence, the
mo^st effective use criterion la a strong argument' for this
change. There are several other reasons which have consider-
able merit. These are, first, none o£ the Principles of
Organization as advanced in Chapter III would be violated and
it is possible that some principles could be enhanced by
giving better balance and snan of control between the Service
and Supply Branches if these were the only changes. Second,
many of the basic factors mentioned in Chapter II fit this
situation l.' v e a glove; communication lines would be short-
ened, control wo'ld be facilitated, coordination would be




cotio! upply Branch, ;.; :* lizyti P
•;';'•'.'.'; b r har; this ch? nge , c
i i
, ; a l ' h mi gh tin ouril nr I - bl y " Id not be
ver; I I. In nvj vent, Lt is difficult to rcc : !
ideg, th ib expenses w >uld he i.ncri rsi d. The Supr-ly Branch is "-
p re nearly s pure "line" branch than any other branch in
the Depo£. The Freight Tranr^OuTtrtion Sodtion functions, :s
outlined, * re of a lino nature; so, line and staff concepts
should not be violated by this change.
The third change involves the Shop Section and the
Redistribution and Disposal Section. In fulfilling the miss' on
regarding field snd'deoot maintenance, it is easily conceivrble
that Shop Section work would reach sue], magnitude as to warrant
a Repair Branch. I .vould wove the Shop Section from the
Supply Sranch - • . gp-.nize a Re^fir Branch. The words "Shop
Section" throughout th*. listing of -.functions in Appendix I
would be replaced by "Repair Branch" in a coordinating aspect
but the responsibilities for field r-nd depot maintenance woiHd
cost within btie Re »alr Branch. Further, I would transfer the
Lstribution and kisoosal Section tu the Services Branch. In
J of t s U bl i shment o-i a l"i< ; air Branch, the excei sera Ii >
nd|_'.salv ag< ,mat< ;•' L wryuld ; c generated principally in the
1 suppl section'.,* the Repair Branch, md the
ii ten a nee and U t j 1 i!
irvi-ee; branch. II .».
;
> h v gai 'c 7-uoply Sections :f the :
1 i. !
J




' t Lo a i t im < if; L

i] Kj '/ [j>i bween bhe ,;
:
" b* ' i ' ' - i ' " >
bui ' believe it rcrsonable bo assume that bhere w
.
i
. irance as was b]ie cpse between the Freight, and
• ' Decbions and bhe Supply Branch. Hence, the rnosb-
use criterion is not or: valid In this instance, hub rpther a
common-use would prevail. Other reasons for this change would
a possible reduction in duplication by bhis comm©n-use
criteria,, the "clean-break" criterion, would apply in this ca.se
as the Disposal function is neibher Supply nor Repair. It is
also possible that certain local conditions .of several part-
time jobs could be consolida bed into fewer full-time jobs.
This would result in enhancement of the specialization
capabilibies of Disposal Section personnel ^nd greater homo-
geneity should result. Finally, any dangers of dual subordin-
ation from part-time jobs In disposal activity by. personnel
of other sections would be removed and a more uniform policy
v.
,ou 1 d be developed.
The fourth change concerns bhe h^'hine Records Section
of the Fiscal Branch. This section is concerned with all
tabulating services and includes such services as, preparation
of civilian ray rolls, i.e. pay checks, personnel recounting
activities for all Marines in a fairly hru e geographical
a, certain stock accouritlng for supply sections, etc. hence,
it Ls seen that their work is common to bhe /• dm inistrr t i ve,
ply .'no bh. seal Branches and could e»s-ily e'ncompas.3 the stocV?
accounting Tor the Main! enanee snei Utilities and Organic
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Supply Sections of the Services Branch. Therefore, it is
believed that the reasons as outlined above for the Redis-
tribution and Disposal Section are equally valid in this case
with one additional reason which has much merit. Namely,, the
criterion of separation, or the checks and balances procedure,
which would facilitate better control. The chance's of collus-
ion regarding fiscal matters would be greatly reduced by
transferring this section from the Fiscal Branch. To place it
in the Supply Branch might lead to collusion regarding stock
accounting, or in the Administrative Branch to personnel •*
accounting. Thus, it would appear that the Services Branch is
the logical one for this section.
Appendix III is a series of charts depicting an




TESTS OP PROPER ORGANIZATION
"'Organization is a subject "which no.eds to be treated
not only with respect, because it is fundamental to company
planning, but with realism, because it is of value only inso-
far as it is practical."-*- In determining practicality, there
rre a few tests which nay be applied -to see that the organ-
ization as developed is sound and workable. Unfortunately,
these tests generally can not be made by s glance or study of
an organizational chart. They usually require actual operations
within the framework of the relationships depicted by organ-
izational charts. There are certain advantages and limitat-
ions of organizational charts which should be briefly consider-
ed.
"Organization charts are merely recordings of decis-
ions already reached. The chart is a technique of
presentation.... Its construction forces the authors
to clarify their ideas. ...it provides a bird's eye
view of the general structure of work and work re-
lationshfbs in the company. .. .It shows who super-
vises whom.... It Indicates some of the strength and
weaknesses of a company's structure. .. .a historical
record of changes . • . .a training device. ...a guide
in planning for expansion, in considering proposed
changes in reorganization, in making short and long
run,plans, in formulating the ideal plan.
,,
"But In using the chart major shortcomings of the
device must not be overlooked, An organizational.
A-hr-rt shows rnorely formal relationships. It indic-
ates what relationships are supposed to exist, and
not necessarily the actual rela fcionshlpi|» • • • a host
of informal relationships may exist among executives,.*
organization charts may Impose en unnecessary rigid-
ity... .they rre static, whereas the organizations
1 Dtfle J or cU., P« 13 (40)
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they .represent are ever-changing, end for this
reason they may be quickly outdated unless they
are regularly and frequently reviewed. "*
Tests of proper organization should, for the most
part, te-ake the form of questions which Management asks it-
self. If the answers to these questions are favorable, the
assumption is that the organization Is good. A list of such
questions might include the following:
1. Is morale good throughout the enterprise?
2. Are the overall objectives accomplished effectively?
3. How extensive are the coordinating problems
of the executive?
4. How much time is required to introduce new ideas?
.5, Do executives have, sufficient time to devote to
policies and control problems?
6. Where, In the Administrative heirarchy, are
"routine" matters handled?
7. Does authority equal responsibility and are both
clearly defined and understood?
8. Is communication throughout all levels "of the
enterprise easily accomplished?
9. Is group participation, in situations warranting
It such as safety meetings, suggestion programs,
etc., enthusiastic?
10. Is there 8 reserve potential for emergencies?
llo When reorganization occurs, is the' performance
of the tasks easier than before?
. 4J*
Many other questions may possibly bo brought to mind
by the reader. Efficiency has been mentioned numerous times
within this report; therefore, before concluding this
chapter and the report a brief discussion of efficiency is
appropriate
•
"There is widespread misunderstanding concerning the
meaning of the term "efficiency" as used in business
management. It is assumed, very often, that.....
' 1 Ibid., pp 147-148
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*
Efficiency is a J 1 concept In the wbole
management .... A business us operating pt it
highest efficiency when it can produce goods or
sorvi.-ces 'of a desired quality in a required quan-
tity Within porrn! ssible limits of time, at tb
lowest cost consistent with its financial situation
snd obligations • Not only is this test the measure
of efficiency with respect to nroduetive processes ,.
but it applies to every task that needs bo be per-
formed. • • .The concept of efficiency is complex. In
addition to cost, it -includes the elements of
quality, quantity, time, and method.... The false
notion that efficient management can be measured
•elone by minimum cost probably stems in large part
from the prominence that was some years ago accord-
ed to so-called "scientific wage systems" promoted
by self-styled "efficiency engineers'1 ..... Efficiency
cannot "be" achieved by cutting cost9$- and neglecting
all other Con: 'derations. It can only be obtained
by establishing- a proper balance between the -five
elements- of quality, quantity, time, method, and
cost-. Es-sentially, the acts of management issue from
human effort in three ways. At one extreme there is-
maximum performance to which a person' s strength
ana ability set limits beyond which he can not go.
At the other extreme Is minimum performance, which
is the least a person can do if he does anything
at all. In between isfche optimum or most desirable
worker performance. It is balanced performance in
the, sen-... that waste and loss are avoided whether '
in ov Lng or underdoing. So when we speak of
attain!*
,
or striving toward efficiency, It con-
template s an optimum condition of cost as well as
each ;. T its other elements. "^
.
.
Finally, In c n elusion of this report, I previously
mentioned 'tM.'t it was realized that 1 or: wore r\o "pat 11
lutimn: or. at sgor leal i nsweri as to which * the best
organ * 2&t ioh. . fficienoy, in the sense \ s noted »bovt,
:..lm ; J be the y '^t'cl.. "perfect" organizations are non-





existent. Human beings pre the "working force" of organ-
izations and perfection can not be created' out of imper-
fections. The practical and realistic organization should
be the best for -a given time and circumstance and manage-
ment should constantly strive to develop and improve it. "*
Many aspect's of organization escape precise definition, but
when properly used organization is a valuable tool of
Management. It must never be permitted to become master of
management. Prom personal experience, I am aware of the fact
that existing organizational structure within a Depot of
Supplies, as outlined in Appendix I, does^ in- general, work
satisfactorily. Therefore, it has not been my Intention
to convey any stubbornness toward or quarrel :with existing
organizations, but rather to analyze the organization along
lines which are quite generally recognized as being sound*
All authorities advise a cautious approach on this subject,




The information contained in this appendix is taken
directly from an enclosure to a Commandant of the. Marine
Corns letter which was addressed to .various field supply
activities of the Marine Corps in the month of July, 1951.
'I have not quoted the entire letter in this appendix as
certain paragraphs have little or.*no bearing on the specific
subject matter of this report. These paragraphs pertained
to instructions regarding -format, deadlines, manner of
construction of charts, etc.
In general, it is considered that the information
as promulgated conforms to good principles -of organization
as mentioned by many authorities in the field of manage-
merit and organization. A number of these principles have
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(2) 3foe.cfo.ei of Staff 8 3 the Assistant D^p'ot Quar^
; :;^ i :u- Ir; the lirect representative of bhe Depot Quarter-
master ncl coordinates the staff in maiJHtVining the general
'efficiency and conduct of work in the activity. In bhe ab-
sence of the Depot Qu? rtci 'nif s tor , his duties will normally
be performed by the Chief of staff.
(. ) The Planning Council will meet at periodic inter-
vals as directed by the Depot Quar terrr.as ber -grid will be com-
posed of the Depot Quartermaster', the Chief of Staff, Chiefs
of Branches pnd such obher subordinates as are deemed appro-
priate b'p/ the Depot Quartermaster. TUe Council will consider




(3) Officers in charge of branches or sections
shall have the primary title of Chief of Branch or
Officer in Chrrge of Secbion
(4) The Industrial Brr.neh will be organized only when
included in the mission of the Depot pnd with the aoprovol of
the C omnia ndajit of the [,!prine Corps.
(5) Additional Branches may be added when necessary
as directed by the Commandant ox the Marine Cor^s,_ i.e.,
binrtlqn of Supply. Schools /ctlvities of such proportion
as to necessitate an Educational Center or Branch.
(G) Depot moer.es will operate under command of bhe
parent depot and will be organized on the cprae structural
brsis as a • Dep it of! Supplies-.
1. Administrative Branch
a . Si
Lni t-trr t\ ve Branch performs s 11 administrative




ere not limited to the following: personnel gdminis tret ion,
discipline, welfare, recreation, assignment, promotion $nd
housirg.
b. Military Personnel Section
The Military Personnel Section performs military ad-
ministrative functions for military personnel and normally
includes the Depot Adjutant „.etc. It maintains military
records end reports, assigns personnel and is responsible
for classified and unclassified files. It may include the
Billeting Officer, where appropriate.
c. Industrial Relations Section
The Industrial Relations Section performs all func-
vi lawr pei'Huauui, iu? Liit.Hi.ij uxme uiirub, prepnts, ;»a xu uaxn
rnd certify civil payrolls, direct safety programs, and....
supervise all. Industrial Relations e's directed by higher
authority.
d. Security Section-
The Security Section has the responsibility for ad-
ministration of the Military Guard rnd Civilian Guard Units
under the direction of the Frovost Marshal, It also provide
for the Fire Protection end Fire Prevention Program of the
Depot under the direction of the Depot Fire Marshal along
with the supervision of the Fire Fighting organization of
the installation
e. Medical Section
The Medical Section is responsible for the prevention
and control of diseases, for conducting the industrial health
program and for furnishing medical services. to military person-
nel and authorized medical services for civilian personnel,
f. Dental Section
The Dental Section is responsible for rendering den-
to! treatment to military personnel and the maintenance of
dental facilities as required.
g. Communicoti >ns Section







' del." very ^ and dispatching of all 'oon;m.uni ca 1.1
tr* :::'itl 1.;- tl Military Cora unicrtions System or v :
cia] vire or radio conir.unici : systems. I*- operates
telephone, teletype/telegraph and radio comm,uni cations
h. Legal Section
The Legal Section performs all matters of military
jurisprudence required by current regulation's, end furnishes
legal assistance as required.
i. The Depot Exchange Section
The Deoot Exchange Section sunervises and operates
the exchpnge activities.
j. Special Services Section
The Special Services Section is responsible for the
supervision of the recreation and pthletic programs, includ-






The Services Branch has ..^responsibility for providing
common services o'f an opera ti- tal nature in support of the
Depot Mission. The Services Branch normally provides for
reproduction and duplicating facilities, the operation of the
general messes, bakery, issue and sales commissary, the
maintenance of buildings and grounds, repair of collateral
equipment, the operation of the Organic Supply Section,
space control and warehousing, freight traffic operations,
the motor pool, the coordinating of the Public Works Section
and the supervision of any outlying areas.
b. Planning Section
The Planning .Section is essentially an adjunct of
the Office of the Chief of Services Branch. Under the direc-
tion of the Planning Council, it is responsible for the phys.i'
csl preparation of plans pertaining to the internal mainten-
ance and opex °tion of common services for the Depot. The
plans may Include emergency plans, such as earthquake,
hurri c a n c , d L s a s ter , etc.
c . Re pre :1 uc-t L on Sec tl on
The Reproduction Section is responsible for the
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operation and supervision of reproduction services including
printing and photographic reproduction.
d. Issue Commissary Section
The Issue Commissary Section normally will operate
the Issue Commissary, Bakery, and Ice Cream Plant
e. Food Service Section
The Food Service Section normally will operate the
mess halls, central meat cutting plant, and central mess
storerooms
f. Sales Commis-sary Section
The Sales Commissary Section is operated separately
from the Issue Commissary and is not related in any respect
to the Food Service Section
g. Maintenance and Utilities Section
\.
The Maintenance and Utilities Section will be^respons-
ible for the maintenance of buildings, grounds end collateral
equipment, including the Plant Account. It will provide and
maintain utilities services concerning steam, electricity, water,
heat and power plants and will supervise all engineering,
building projects and performance of all alterations and
constructions which do not fall within the purvi'ew of the
Public Works Section.
..
h. Organic Supply Section
The Organic Supply Section is responsible for and
maintains the "Depot in use account". It maintains the memo-
randum receipt accounts of the installation, provides clothing
issues and makes authorized sales. It <is accountable for all
organic motor vehicles arid materials handling equipment, and
provides generally all housekeeping supplies and equipment for
the operation of the ins tall art ion.
," *
i. Freight Transportation Section
The Freight Transportation Section is responsible for
tiie receipt, checking and Inspection (physical, not technical),,
of all incoming shipments and forwards this material to its
proper -destination. It collects material and arranges for
shipments of outgoing material. It may pack, crate, and mark
material for storage or shipment.
j . Motor Pool Section
•/The Motor Pool Section will be .responsible for
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n . ,,- in ton nee and di spate of all organic mo tor
I •
I t.l..»n, i nc '•! :' ria Is handling
nent.
k. Enact Control r no Wareho'us.i el ) on
The Spree Control end Warehousing Section is respons-
ible Cor the administration of the over-all ^.epot Space Control
and Ware!lousing Plan, the poo'Sdination of the assignment of
ell space including office space, working space, etc., and all
matters pertaining to warehousing operations within the Depot.
This Section ' coordinates the planning for, allocation, and
jloyment of, both motorized and non-motorized materials
handling equipment. It furnishes technical assistance on, and
coordinates all matters pertaining to packing, packaging,
crating and preservation operations throughout the Depot. This
Section, in collaboration with various sections within the
Depot, initiates and administers training programs for the
warehousing force;
of materials
warehousing policies and techniques ,' and sup<
application in general. It also supervises the preparation
of planographs, installation of warehouse markings and co-
ordinates matters pertaining to stock locator methods.
1. Public Works Section
The Public Works Section, under the Public Works »
Officer, is responsible for* the administration of all public
works projects and such other projects falling within his
scope as may be assigned by the Depot Quartermaster.
nu Laundry Section
The Laundry Section is responsible for ttie operation
of a Denbt Lpundry, which is maintained and operated exclu-
sively for laundering Government articles and articles for
enlisted personnel and "officers, and their immediate families.
n. Outlying Areas
Any outlying areas requiring supervision by an officer
In charge, because of physical location or mission, will be
administered through the Chief of Services Branch.
1. Supply Branch..,..
a. Scope
(1) The Supnly Branch embraces the technical categories
of supplies necessary for the logistic support of the
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Corps, including the supervision nid operation of the Shop
Sect i on
.
(2). The operation of the Supply Branch Includes the
receipt;- storage, maintenance and issue of -supplies end equip-
ment consigned to the stocks of the Depot; the preparation for
shipment of outgoing supplies; and the management of warehous-
ing and storage frcilities assigned. It is responsible for the
ma intenance of stock record accounts, stock status reporting
^requirements' , stock locator records, rnd accomplishment of
stock inventories.
b. Redistribution and Disposal Section
The Redistribution rnd "Disposal Section has the respons-
ibility of ascertaining that property reported excess by one
activity of the depot is in fact excess to the needs of the
depot as* a, whole aftd of disposing of exce ss property of the
depot as. directed by higher authority. Tfie Redistribution and
Disposal 'Septijn is responsible for the segregation Pn'd proper
disposal of all salvage and, scrap material. This Section also
has the -responsibili ty oC disposing of surplus property of
activities,; other thm the Depot,, as directed by higher- auth-
ority. The Officer in Charge of the Redistribution and. Disposal
Section will be designated as Sales Officer of the Depot and,
although the frcilities of the 7 roeurernunt Section of the
Fiscal Branch may be utilized, for publishing sales catalogs,
the Sales Officer will be. personally- responsible for the proper
preparation, content and circular ization of^sales catalogs and
conduct of sales. He will also be responsible for proper dis-
position of surplus property by donation, transfer, destruction,
abandonment or other approved methods of disposition.
c. General Supply Section
The General Supply Section has the responsibility for
procurement, receipt, storage and distribution of all classes-- of
general supply property and equipment and may be assigned *
responsibilities for field and depot maintenance of general
supply "''terns in coordination with the Shop Section.
d. Ellectronics Supply Section
The Electronics Supply Section has the responsibility
for • procurement , receipt, storage gnd distribution of all
classes of electronics supply property and equipment end may
i nssigned responsibilities for field pnd depot maintenance
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f. Ordnance Supply Section
The Ordnance Supply Section has the responsibility for
procurement, receipt, storage and distribution of all classes
of ordnance supply property and equipment and riiey include
assigned responsibilities for field end depot maintenance of
Ordnance supply items in coordination with the Shop Section.
g. Motor Transport Supply Section
The Motor Trans -ort Supply Section hV;s the responsibil-
ity for procurement, receipt, storage and distribution of all
classes of motor transport supply property and equipment pnd
may be assigned responsibilities for field and depot mainten-
ance of motor .transport supply items, including electronic
vehicles, in coordination with the Shop Section.
h. Subsistence Supply Section
The Subsistence Supply Section has the responsibility
for procurement, receipt, storage and distribution of all
subsistence stores. It may include an "Overseas Exchange
Unit" when authorized.
i . Shop Section t
The Shop Section, in coordination with the appropriate
supply section above, has responsibility for field and depot
maintenance of all categories of supplies end equipment as




The Piscai Branch is responsible for the following
fiscal functions: disbursing accounting and machiTie accounting
methodsj procurement and disbursement, including pay rolls,
public vouchers, travel; and audit of fiscal accounts.
b. Me^hifie Records Section
The PP chine Records - Sect ion performs all electric
accounting machine functions to accomplish tabulating servlc





c. Accounting Methods Section
The Accounting Methods Suction is responsible for the
study, development, end implementation of approved recounting
methods, including techniques of machine accounting, inventory
methods end procedures, audit standards end other industrial
end military ' accounting procedures 8 . • • »
d. Disbursing Section
The Disbursing Section is responsible for 'the prepara-
tion, maintenance and audit of military pry records', r.,the
preparation and payment of military money lists; the audit
and payment of civil pay rolls; the audit and payment of
vouchers for supplies and services; the' issuing of transport-
ation requests, meal tickets, end cash advancesj thBHiayment
of transportation expenses of military personnel and-Wneir
dependents; receiving and accounting for Naval Work i fig
Fund deposits; the keeping of records; .preparation of vouchers;
reports, and returns, and correspondence pertaining to
disbursing.
e. Procurement Section
The Procurement Section is responsible for tne purchase
of material and services, negotiation of contracts and other
procurement and purchase functions relating to assigned
procurement functions. The Procurement Section may be assigned
responsibility for the scheduling, , cataloging, advertising





Acknowledgment for the material in this appendix wr>s made
in rny preface to the preceding report. The information
contained In this appendix is directly concerned with the
baaic subject of the preceding reoort, end is appended thereto
without specific comments. The rerder who is interested In
the general subject of organization will, J believe, find
the principles of organization °s outlined in this appendix
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The following information is taken from ftyanizati n of Industry by
AIvjji >*ownf published in New York by irentice-Hall. , in 19U7.
•Crfanization is tho means to effective concerted human endeavor. Its
principles arc equally valid and useful In amplication to any kind of concerted
hu;aan endeavor - government, church, industry, war, education, recreation (the
\ is not exhaust' ve)©..»
"This section lists the basic principles of organization. ...The ^'->rds
of the principles are used in the usual sense attributed to tfies by the
dictionary....
M l. t>*ani*ati«n is a means to more effective concerted endeavor.
n w>caj^e.
"2. &ijM>i»atiois deals exclusively with individuals am! their relations.
"3. Ci»ganiscd endeavor o no <*;ore than the sum of individual endeavors.
"Proc^dence.
rth. (irgani nation precedes endeavor.
"£• <>: aniestion precedes the selection of marchers of enterprise and
detoruines the requirement thereof*
"6. tVganisatlon si ould determine the soloction of personnel rather than
jcrsonnel determine the nature of organisation.
"7. The' larger the enterprise, the ie^s occasion is there for or Isa-







8,> Responsibility inheres exclusively "n ftiiv-A^fcuals,
"V. Ho3--?:sibility cannot Lv* shared »ith another.
' "10 The nature of s r^sn.asibilitrv ij not aitoroa y charge ol Lbc
pfsrfcor; who iar£Qrw.s it*
"Delaga t.lon of rjspwtoibilittfa
— 1 1 . .», * .. „ ., ... *
"ll a Sapn responsibility is croated to£ d election Vro*o one nsrrlnfc 'a
greater i-esponsi bility6
"12 « '."aoU ro^ponsioilit' ie created by delcation from or* having that
resj. risibility.
•
"13 » Wo aomWp caw d ele.y.te responsibility to another rho already bolcin
/part o^'that raspoimd biiit;
.
rt llj. A. raeraber does, n$t» cqt deiofat' on, divest himself, of responsibility.
"l~t T^o i&ombars should riot delegate responsibility to the &mm jne.nber,>
.
*l6a The inherent rslationehips c£ obligation and authority arise avito-
;MticSlly .from delegation oi' re^ponsibiiiJ^,
n
pj>~j-:. 'tl on .
"17a The acceptance of s. responsibility creates an ocp ivalent oblip£tion
Tor .its .-*;•• romance,,
.
"l'J, Jblj^iition for the ...or/or^ance of a responsi^iity rtt'hs to the
delayer, of thai rsfepons.iMJU rid to no .^ cslse,
"12. The ajbliga-fcLoii for i-erforu.ance of a r -jy .MJicilitv csm ho dj ,ed
onl' by the obligor
«
r,20 io member can direst hiaifeH of any p&jrt of thji obligation i'or
rformancc of bis responsibility.
"2i i'hti j<.>li;\stLon for perfornauce oi' y responsibility ie not Impaired
Oy change in the definition af responsibility.
"22 Tbe obligation for
,
arforraancc of a responsibility^nnst be »orfbrrad4
ax ictl; r aa it id conceived It/ the deie^aut«
\ "23» It: a. leputy bo m>.-iij.3n , for whatever reason, to pen. orm his
obligation ms conceived b- i\±s dcLynnt, r.is only alternative is dissociation i'r.M







*&» In sach responsibility is inherent an equivalent a\;thoiit,; .
"2^. Authority ijapluaee all :u^.as rcecessarj ahd prop«r.for -
performance of rssp nsihilit,/.
Il26, Toward a; depn ty, ar.thoril is t.ho i-ower to wcact :s~formnce





11 n ii -
"27, Th* rolati^nshlc- frrftvoen " dele*.*mt ana his deputy arise*
frcn dsle^ti ;n »na is invifiaole i-o character*
'<• Jir-'orviiio:! is liidted to the sc ^ j of ^he delegated resjf^h-
WLblli^*
"2?, The obli^atioh for oerfomatica of a -•:.;} possibility car b*
o :i jrcod Onl? by th deie^ant & tten rose :>nsi'. -Ill ty
"30. iittper*? sifcn of a member of ©ntowprisa aay b« zeroised by
anv ana . y no one sis9*
''31» 3i;
c
r-viaion 'Which a da^ty is led to es apt hma&£$ duty
toward the dei.utyd
"32, It ' 3 lh-4 duty of 3 deiie^art to -r.v.ide for ihs h*r?\oriious
"foraapc?" of responsibilities delegated by hi-n.
"33. Snf orcoment of the relauiorsoi :s of organisation is the
tfthest function of su; ervision.
"3l»« -uprrriaior; .Includes the
;
.T.ver of removal and ropiaconteni of
e deputy.
"3?* If a claleganfc be «**vbjv$ed from i^rlacing a 'le^uty "^bo dof-ylts
>er.forr;a::ce of ids ooli^ition, bhs delegant is rjJL5ev,*d of respond hiiit
:
to ttiai extent 6f such dofault*
"3£« The amount of ;r Porvii?5on virion -it'i bh,dl axtent and de
;
rer» of




^rtition of respoi is i bill
tft"
«
"37. The c^d-toria of .urtition of r. Lily £e and uj 3jfS the
Iremoxitcj of adiur.istra'tiona
"33. Duties of less in 01-t should r;e delected and t'ose of ...roater
|iftiport reserved,
n 3v>« Coloration of ros-onsirility'lhjet ee sufficient in extent and






l\r» The niimbar of delegations o Llity possihlfli by any
is licutcd by their nature and by hid r -a erred responsibility*
"Hi, The .tiontj of resg Rsibility ra&de . any ona *:iowber aha- Id
so r as practic a ->±^, of eoual adtoiietrative reqniramfett-U
"'
2
|p rasp-wi Lty st.oula hare bo depend for effective p.srf ornan.ce
to artotl ich ray nave a contrary £ntarestB
*U3« Bm c'oii of or^a.niz.t? ob aaist be ferqpartion&te to tha utility
of t> • ,1'Tf ose.
"Ui« The nurat-r* of 3ta$*S of delegation ->f res, jnsisdiity feftouMI be
as £e& as r cticuble.





''i;5. R?3po> dbilitiera .-should be cl©finod b. identifying and then group-
lag the elements of adrdrdstrttion^
hh£* Definition of responsibility n|iat b* clear and .rtcise,
rtU7, Heap oi$ibillties tiele^ated and ras'ervsd nuat bo manually excliteiva*
".' i Each responsibility should be as hofcopeneous as pract8Laabl© a
n h „ Sach ro v onsj bility should be do^iiaC with re ;*'i to the natural
'abilities of n:en«
'Ijjjt), fSaob remansability should be so dof'noJ 7 if ^ssibio, ad to
permit ready enlistment 0" a person to p«rfor.iJ it
*5l, Tl o responsibility p»y exceed t. ; - : c >acity of the person /h,o ' ill
perforr:i itn
nsibjiity s.'iefcld en^plo; fcha frail oa jciis J the person
..• 10 ..ill perform it,
B 55« i-dirdtion of responsibility s xdw deal with oapacit,
dVRl as well a« -i nil t i-ti vely.
•
" 3 el C-c oftrdl ;' d - hi on
.
"Sho &fc«*b responsibility iryjiiea a duty o£ per:'or*rrce in conf&nalty
to the reqniromenta i' otner r^spiflvdb ill ties,,
"$$t 1'arfomarce of respoasi did tp rodpd res /no.icio of tha nature
of other reuDunsibiliiiiei In tha extant thit they affect it or are affected oy
it„
n 5^. I '.. ftcixb^ haa ttia ri
:
.ht to n- . .?. rep/rat>3i Ustiun to ^riothor-




. cr ;"orr:anCe of tha ot-'-or'^ re-








. aar! "to : ':>r art- i r li sili
*»
*j£j .-. ' -£*Q£r liability to jpe:i*f o?ra bis
responsibility i iless ie 'tfc's rr-a<i« :ie 2u?t the cau.
itaabi ii^y»
H$% ^cr failuro !a bsrrtdniwawa a another responsibility- Widch infects
Ids cwtr, a ru<jt?tbor s ouiu hwo raccfttrse t i hfia d l:> f art onl i $ tior.
i<j t;i3 Bjenb^r ha\xng the oiVr reri.. onnibiij ty tails*
"
'O, Prcviii "i rJonn j^jrt'oria&nca of r$?yaugiftLI$ties aot
dela§ated • ...mb^r is i • r ' ' vie common del^sshfc,
n
.:do Tho uruis«al c^v if concurrent respondibi 11tie* 5 ;;;-oeos a i:i,vh
.
a r -. : • or liaiooo »-ir .• ;ic self^oardinatic
''Oo^iti.F/:Uyjx" i >sp0asibiil.W .
' !;
x;. Qt?9 tstjo b# 'ily infi Le of ::. : 'is respond
-
'iili V,r should dea -e a t£<*, successor*
B 65a ;-3^ *hsi coi' -t-r;; coo-i.: -?i bllit^ tei ?or< rily is .)Ot-
ralS-wed ot ;<±3 oblijiiticri .nnlasa his absence bo stterxltjd : ii ol.
''*.o» Cue ,rho dai-v >ti n co;a iete ra Jntsibiiity \ v :>irar; i.-r ould
hjonor the acta oi* hia t»:
.-r
or-try miece&aoa? pe "or:, m in •>->: iTaith.
"67* l .., ru[ or&ry success
rejponsibilit^j he wrea Ji« cifcii^atioi Tor its ] srfopcwtnca to the i^Xe urt,
h»it toward ail ofcfcsr? Jje icts £* thr
^58. A twvoi--^ iji'ocetfsov saauld terfCrM ids ' tlity aa
i ..•.otitic rxa it ho ^;rfowned \ r tnt B
w(rroap:
-u Rec£ o'jiaibiU tej is tr ;'^eJ by a ;.v-><Y >i
decisions are toade : "-ndsu ot tae Ofir; i-sabartf*
w 70, A particular ros$p«t»#^bilit3' is *5*-tter perl or ^r
ra
.
"7-Lj R^aoeos.ibl.lity eh< e i , ^i to a ^o . ocl i L.loar
"' rZ li! a >r^p :Xei •' . -. s illt s. c ; ;, it c.v
esch p?ftP3b©r to ftoRtr! >ute ^b c 3n *id u<- s'.xud 11 tb-j r^sporyaibilit t^ore
bi.; - "lone.
i2k.is of .,!';i;r^.-:ai,
;T /3 6 0r c ^ ni ;3< ! t?. on \m$ diGt' : •', omi ^jbi r'in— ooing, arid e

po
"7h a Stfsativa aamlntstratj y ia suallgr esrvad ,y del >n of yla
'
'-;.u "- rtion,





- a nidation fluaik disking.J sh wxi thfl
rst taodu*
"77» tgairlaatfbn -,ut? cor.siEt in puxje I b Son of effort, without
difference In extitnt or dp.jci of r&^bnl&lsi
-V»
'




"?:'. w-jg r .,oSibiIit5.eP uay br eensUtv led Tor Miliary object* of
lybnlrd s&rati an,
L
^ :rtion of pl-vnnlnf or s«ain t ; *flay o delected to iber other
l'c\m\ tho Otto rsponsible for d~'in, .
"tfl, Piiaees «tf *^. rlnis-or'ttion should nat bo partitioned if simpler
-oder of or^atsiaation will sotisf/"l>;? rs^iiiirenents of ydtaioistr tioa.
" :^ a Planjaiftg m<j 3o«i.. t \ \ion *ra Bfe&iaiiaod In their ,*cituro ajrc
raost-vt for .: ! r :vre.te oelo^ t; on.
''('3=, iPlaanla^j and saefuv s'loiild^suail/ bo "atei^ .*teifr r.$*bG ©oLy
-vher tlusy relats bg c Mngj IV t is ^slei w >••.. or pojre :t;ci». isra*
"
1
. a«§^orisibilitifBS Car pliriMat seir err F.n w->ec.' ii ffaty
to ob.sorve the j\?la'tioiM ;onfiibiiity 4
.
,l 6;,' Dtfle£ation of • o.^v-al r^sj,-or.3* W luity to *a tat*»nij v<..o» there
•ire alao delo, -j ti..!., of -
:
scific retfj .onsiolli tios, ra£fars t&fl same diflfi v ilj ty
-titior of the phas*.- of llioainiBtratiOh.
.
" 16. 3ftie io33 ti,o <**t&nt *nu ee^roe of » rnoraotfr's rosy : o?ibxlity., tha
loSiS.fili be ' is need for an assistant, '
M C..„ co JongCa he J. 00 a rot n Lrtitote hit ' t for that of ids
dflli^'anty aid ir An aaeUrtsnt in his J.-Uej anl '* fcXerf&Sa of 3uper^sion Jjb ,:ot
^
sharing or aimv^tion of ^.er^isior!.
"Sb1
,
ALU.^Uj h It is .or. ta to 'me de.--.;tr fehgi |;pK«r to
iorvicg eh-- vii..utio« of f ? c&rr? .ioJLe^ant,. rx^r. iar qf tnat i orr»r rcqf«3Drfe«






. A ves.imal lilit ad r>pt be BttJwl^ ° r ^ «**« °r
•». liuJLti»4e orCaniSation is th« ring! reSOrt
erf cu^l?X ^tc^rise.
«'/U Tharc la a limit to diffm^ntiatlon off reS^bnai^ty
aitnr fthian
U. la organisation nus-t ba maploywl.
cmoftiveia as #wjr> it «.->rc in :m3a> -dent BWtari ris:e„
»'3
a It n&r bo .-ouim ciosir^io to r £*• carton «a::*il«W services
>o ill constituent ^'^r ris^ft,
«' h ^.Lnifltratjon of mul ,ipio ^terprise guQ b^&asistttd hf de^t^ns
for i' iiiin,,: and a*«ing«
"iJrv.ctiC9.
*?£ Ot^-xizstioii «Ut *e a contitjuj Pn rf edrdni strati
on.
»VU IftwM or^vuntlo^l :,r:noipio 1« r- s«L«*a, the Prnctdeo off
organisation is em art,"
Brown, -lviru ^a^i^t^n o^jjjdu^, , Ha# Vor! r IVentico-!!aU^ inc., 1&?«
Ch-rrijuton, Si*. > 3XH033 ^a^ti y.. ! ori : taald t¥o»a ^, 19U3
:iell. ; . •*. ftisfoess Ogiariiyfegn. S% ***:« &s* ider Hilton Lbite, -
Davis, :'.. C. fetolajteq of &fl*.no3S- Qr;:a*&ifttian..jand ftraa«;
CoLu^uns, ^>.io:




^wgy,.. -,V. :©i J frren bice-Jala., inc.., -L;
?U.
Lrnjird, «. H. Iptrod'Ction to •fcgjfra u^-iaHt. Km Xortt* -onald ***m
Co., 1/M«
»j ;; * & Moderr ^.Ti -jjgr.t, &w *carfc: ^ ile.y Sons, 1^6*

APPENDIX III
This appendix contains a series of charts designed to
show an organization of a Depot of Supplies as I have
developed it in the preceding report. It will be noted that
for ease of presentation that the Branches and Sections
are listed alphabetically. No. other significance • should
be attached to this listing as such arrangement does not
necessarily indicate the importance to overall Depot
functioning. It will be noted also that the chart for the
Repair Branch is shown by "Shops" . rather than "Sections.' 1
The reasons for this ere mainly functional, I.e. the Welding
Shop would perform all welding whether for an Engineer*, Motor
Transport or Ordnance piece of equipment. £lso, the shops
J
shown under the Repair Branch' are a representative listing
only and do not Incluae several auxiliary units such as
;
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